
Fast, efficient, Hytec business
solutions for any size project.  We

provide a complete range of business
support services with high quality
equipment and knowledge. 

Our Personal Services include:

Full and Self-serve copying

Binding/Booklets

Color Reproduction

Large Format Posters 

High Speed Duplication

CD Rom Duplication and Shaping

Film Output

High Resolution Scanning

Professional  Photography

Professional Printing

Vinyl Graphics & Signs

Multimedia Production

Web Services

Art & Deisgn

Banners & Posters
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Hytec
Business Solutions

( 7 6 0 )  9 4 4 - 8 3 7 0



Hytec Business Solutions is the solution for all of

your corporate design and collateral needs.  Hytec's

design team can give your company the image and

presentation it needs to compete in today's dynamic

market. Hytec will offer complete branding in all

media types to ensure that your company has a

consistent presentation to all aspects of the market. 

Multimedia Delivers Your Ideas!

Multimedia gets your ideas

across better and faster than any

other kind of tool. With Mpeg

movies, animation, voice, and Mp3

music, your message is delivered

powerfully and easily. We author

"zero footprint" software that copies

no files to the user's computer.

Hytec develops with the absolute best

multimedia authoring tools available. Compiled as a

freestanding application for CD or web, portability is

our target.

Capture your markets' attention. Discover the

power of multimedia presentations today. 

Hytec began its existence as a

cutting edge print design firm. As

the age of computer graphics

was ushered in, Hytec Design

was at the forefront utilizing

state-of-the-art hardware and

software to give our clients the newest looks and

effects.

With years of experience designing everything

from four-color catalogs to yellow page ads, we can

deliver the finished product to you or your database.

Amazing things can be done with print. Using

metalic and flourescent inks and gloss or matt

varnishes, even UV coatings, along with fancy die

cuts and edge treatments we create fresh designs

that will get youthe attention we all want.

Website Design is Second Nature.

Since 1996, Hytec has built websites for

commerce and customer relations enhancement in

all fields of practice.

Today we build web sites for a wide variety of

clients, often as part of the functionality of a CD

program. It is a critical presence for your company,

and it needs to be designed to the same high

standards that your other collateral must meet.

For those who want really intense web pages, we

build them with Macromedia Flash and Shockwave. 

Make sure that your product has the same high

quality look as your sales

collateral. If you do catalog sales

or e-commerce, consistency of

your presentation is important

to ensure repeat business.

When you need to reposition your company,

and you need a look that defines what your

company does today and will do tomorrow, we

have the experience to help you find that 

brand-new look.

However you define

your goals, we can help you

achieve them with a visual

statement that is definitive

and durable, and reflects the

tone of the marketplace as

well as your corporate

culture.

Ask about Hytec’s Brand

Development Program. It offers a structured

approach to discovering what is right for your

comapny. 


